New concrete retaining wall
structurer engineer's
design and specification
Existing sprinkler
tank retained
Existing boiler
house retained
Existing substation
retained
Existing service trench retained
Along full length and fitted with
new covers with fixings by
structural engineer as required
to bring them to finished
ground level
Existing manhole to be
excavated and lowered to
accommodate revised
surface levels
Existing gas
house retained
New kerb
New ANPR
by RAFM
New ANPR
by RAFM
New kerb positioned
to retain fire escape
route
New concrete
kerb / dropped
kerb
New Jacksons Combi
fence to replace chain-link
fence along boundary
New pedestrian
access gate
New vehicle
access gate
New Jacksons
Combi fence to
boundary
Existing concrete
ramp retained
Gravel
Existing roadway retained
Grasscrete parking area
with gravel infill and
clip-in bay markers
New tarmac surface laid to falls to new
drainage channel with white-lining to
denote 2.4x4.8m parking bays
Yellow-lining to
denote area to be
kept clear
Existing concrete
ramp link to main car
park retained
Existing gates and
fencing retained for
access to railway
New low-level fencing
within site boundary to
prevent vehicle access
Demarcated pedestrian path
Yellow-lining to
denote area to
be kept clear
Parking bays
white-lined
Parking bays
white-lined
Concrete
structure
retained
Gravel
Crash barrier
Gravel
Crash barrier
Kerb edging
Crash barrier
Kerb edging
Duct
Duct
Up
Gravel
Crash barrier
Duct
Crash barrier
NOTE:
- REFER TO STRUCTURAL ENGINEER'S DRAWINGS FOR ALL LEVELS AND DETAILS
- GROUND CONDITIONS SURVEY NOT YET RECEIVED; STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
  DESIGNED TO WORST-CASE SCENARIO WITH INFORMATION TO BE PROVIDED
  ON RECEIPT OF SURVEY
- NEW CROSSOVER IN ABEYANCE
- EXISTING VEHICLE ROUTE AROUND MAIN BUILDINGS AND ACCESS GATE TO
  NATIONAL RAIL LAND TO BE RETAINED AND KEPT CLEAR AND ACCESSIBLE
  THROUGHOUT CONSTRUCTION
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